Tech. vs. Amherst.

Not so many as had been expected turned out to see the first championship game, and the enthusiasm was of that quiet nature which tends but slightly to encourage the players. The game, however, was worthy of a larger crowd, and should have had more cheering than it received. It was well played throughout, and with the exception of a few fumbles and one or two poor tackles, was extremely brilliant. Amherst's rushline was heavier than our own, but lacked snap, and although playing well individually, failed in team work. Their quarter and fullback did by far the greater share of all-round playing.

Game was called at 2.10, Amherst having the ball. Tech., however, soon secured it on a fumble. Fine rushing by Germer, Godchaux, and Duane resulted in a touchdown by the latter at 2.16. The try for goal failed. Amherst lined up at the 25-yard line, and not wishing to risk a fourth down kicked to Durfee, who made a fine rush which Willard made a touchdown at 2.20; no goal. Amherst braced up a good deal, the fullback making a very pretty run. Rice here distinguished himself by one of the prettiest tackles of the game. Duane rushed the ball well up to Amherst's five-yard line; Germer carried it over at 2.26; no goal. Amherst at once lost the ball on four downs. Duane's try for a goal from the field failed. Amherst gained some ground on the line up, and Crocker was injured and retired from the field. Again Amherst was forced to kick, and Highlunds, Durfee, Germer, and Tracy carried the ball well up the field, Germer touching it down at 2.45; no goal. Amherst again lost the ball on the line up, and good work done by Dame, Godchaux, and Duane resulted in a touchdown by the last at 2.55; no goal. Highlands and Willard did some pretty tackling just as time was called.

At the opening of the second half Godchaux made a long pass to Germer, who made a touchdown in just one minute, 3.11; no goal. Amherst lost the ball on four downs, and Duane made a touchdown at 3.15; no goal. Amherst fumbled the try for goal, and Dame made it another touchdown. The attempt to kick a goal from the field on Dame's punt-out failed. Tech. here lost the ball on four downs, and their quarter-back made a very pretty run which was only stopped by an equally pretty tackle by Durfee. Good playing by Durfee, Duane, and Dame carried the ball down near the Amherst goal-line over which Willard rushed it at 3.35; no goal. Amherst's attempt to return the try for goal resulted in a fumble, which Willard made a touchdown at 3.40; goal by Duane. The final touchdown was soon after made by Duane from which a goal was kicked. The ball went up the field, where Amherst lost it, and then regained it on interference. Good rushing by Duane and Tracy brought it back again, where an attempt to kick a goal from the field failed, just as time was called. The Tech. team was carried from the field by some of its many supporters.

Score: Tech. 48, Amherst 0.

The teams were as follows: Tech., rushers, Dame, Tracy, Roberts, Rice, Highlands, Hamilton, Willard; quarter-back, Godchaux; half-backs, Duane, Germer; full-back, Durfee. Amherst, rushers, N. A. Smith, Crocker, Howard, Jacobs, Ballou, Harlow, Porter; quarter-back, Storrs; half-backs, Watkins, Daniels; full-back, E. P. Smith.

Tech. vs. Yale.

On the 24th of October the football team went to Hartford and played a practice game with Yale on the Trinity grounds, which were